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Meeting today . . .

mos
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, associate
nfessor of drama and head of
e radio -telex ision committee will
-Cr Council questions regarda proposed on-campus FM stain. The station would be utilized
all departments of the college
in the beginning would broadart between 4:30 and 9:30 p.m.
As operating budget for the
’on which would use ASB
rids has already been submitted

oliticos
Add Avila
o Roster
A
chairman of
PUR and recently-resigned ASB
xerutive secretary, was voted anl
nnnrary membership in SPUR.
mpus political group, because of
outstanding contributions to stubody and to SPUR."
The honorary membership, an by Rod Dhidon, chairan of SPUR, was awarded Avila
t the group’s last meeting.
Other past members who have
n awarded honorary memberhips, according to Diridon, are
’eh Hill and Pat McClenahan,
M past ASH presidents: Sam
hregon, secretary general of the
96.1 session of MUN; and Bill
slbreth, executive secretary of the
961 MUN session.
In other action at its last meet rig, SPUR elected the following
firers: Rod Diridon, chairman;
’eve Larson, vice chairman; Sue
noel, secretary; Bob Pisano,
reasurer. and Pete McGrath, cam ’kin dim-tor.

SPUR To Meet
Ali xiiid(ir, inlet ested in canals political activities and or inCrested in running for a political
ffier have been invited to attend
meting of SPUR, campus politt.al organization, tonight at 7 in
he Collette. Union.
The purpose of the meeting. acing 10 Chairman Rod Diridon,
till be to discuss the spring ASB
Pneral
:mil its ramifica-

Pre-Registration
Begins Tomorrow
1:rn
Pre -registration will be held tomow and Friday
in S242, 8:30’
2:00 and 1:00-4:30,
tor majors in
litre, physical science, bioteal sieences, science-teaching,
’-medical and pre-dental--intiding wiener -teaching minors-erording 1,, lir. Kenneth E. Hut n. assimant
professor of biology,
It o is coordinating
the program.
(MY students who have conferred with
their advisers and have
their class
program planned for
hest semester
are eligible to preThe new program,
in which all
lielmninents of the Natural
Seiner) area Pit
teipating, is designed
t’t eliminate
the bottleneck of sill dental attempting
to confer with
then advisers
immediately PreLIAM; registrRtion.

’Fair Share’
Plan Asked

University
Consider Stiffens
Entrance

Council To
FM Station for SJS
Whether or not San Jose State
liege will have an FM radio stamay hang in balance at toat
ys Student Council meeting
30 Fon. today in the College

A portion of the f4JS art department’s Student Teaseling exhibition currently open ll1 run
through Jan. 26. The exhibition.
under the ilireetion of John iseVineenri, assistant prof...see of
art. Illustrates the work of regular classes and special probierns
students in a at,r

WAS’ I 1 N(1’13.)N UP1
Sen.
Leveret t Saltonstall, (R-Mass.)
said today his stand on support of
the United Nations will be shaped
by the extent to which other member nations bear their share of its
cost in coming months.
Saltonstall withheld a final decision on whether to vote for
President Kennedy’s request for
authority to buy up to $100 million
of the $200 million U.N. bon):
issue.
The New Englander was not er,
blunt as Sen. George D. Aiken
(R-Vt.) who called the bond issue
"purely a holdup intended to make
the United States pick up the
tab" for other countries.
Saltonstall said in an interview
he wants to "see the United Nations succeed if it is possible to do
so." But he added: "It can only
succeed if all nations do as we do
early their share of the load."

No. 57

Prof To Review
Shirer s Rise Fall

its HILD RAGLAND
"The Rise anti Fall of the Third Reich," William 1. Shirer’s
popular history of Nazi Germany. is an "extraordinary timely"
work, in the opinion of Dr. Richard G. Tansey. professor of art.
w the council. The funds total
Dr. Tatisey yes iess the 11.43-page hook today at 12:30 p.m.
$4870.
in Spartan cal...11..6,i rii ..... s A and B.
ASB President Brent Davis. said
-hirer’.
11.,- been criticized by professional historians
he believes the FM station is a
iliougli it i"
popular success in fact, a hest -seller.
"good idea and the funds needed to
There are two main areas of
operate it are relatively small
complaint, according to Dr. Tancompared to the money we spend
First, some say, Shiter’s his on athletic events."
ewGuinea seY.
tory is incomplete.
He added that "San Diego state
DR. HUBERT HERRING
"They say he stresses some
college has an FM station which
... Latin America
presents an excellent cultural afgroups of events out of proporfairs program."
tion to their importance and negHe also asked that the Student
lects others that are important,"
Council carefully consider the culDr. Tansey said.
tural aspects of the station before
’INTERPRETS UNFAIRLY’
they make any move to cut any
JAKARTA. Indonesia (UPI)A
Secondly, they say he is "unportion of the FM station’s budget.
spokesman for President Sukarno
"The transmitter, aerial and
said yesterday Indonesia will de- fair in his interpretation of Gersupplementary equipment has alcide within 10 days whether to man history and the German naready been purchased by the state
settle its dispute over West Irian tion as having inevitably brought
111:30
and will be installed in the Speech
(Dutch New Guinea) by diplom- about the rise of Hitler," Dr. Tanand Drama building," he said. "It
acy or "other means."
sey explained.
is up to the ASB to support and
The spokesman made this stateDr. Hubert Herring, authorii.
Shire’. is also criticized by hisencourage this project."
ment after Sukarno, angered and
on Latin America, will address
torians because, being a newspashaken
by
what
he
called a Dutch
Concert hall audience at 11 -,
Recommendations for the FM
perman, he is a journalist and
attempt to assassinate him, had
am, today on ’The Chips Al.
station were printed M.. I ho Collor,
not an historian, the art professor
spent two hours discussing the
Down in Latin America."
added.
cositmuamtiaondn swt-ailfhf... his "operational
An author, teacher and lecturer.
. Trustoes of
Dr. Tansey plans to examine the
the James I.). Phelan
Dr. H
h
writtenf
25 awards have
announced the selecForeign Minister Subarulrio said charges made against Shirer today
years on the nations of the south
tam of a jury for the 1962 Phelan [1 after the meeting he could see "to see if there is any justification
A university spokesman said and US. relations with them.
’Student Connell members will
Awards in Literature
.dence that "vague" Dutch for them. "I would have to admit
also consider ASH presidential Monday the new requirements on
Dr. Herring has traveled extenThey are Clay Putrnan of San policies would help to solve the some charges but reject others,"
appointments, including that of I admittance to the vast university
ely in Europe, particularly [ Francisco state college, Frederick dispute.
he said.
.
si%
ASH executive secretary at to- i were instituted to keel i accepted
The art professor described the
lapplications within the top 12.5 Spain, as well as his frequent Bracher nr: Pomona college, and 1 The spokesman said also the
day’s meeting.
Latin American trips. He has Thomas Parkinson of the Univer- ;president had chosen Brig. Gen. "Rise and Fall" as "extraordinar[per cent of graduation classes.
given analytic reasons for such 1 sity of California at Berkeley.
’ &Marto to command the so-called ily timely." "If not written by an
[ Under the new requirements a anti -United States outbursts as the
The competition. which has been ["West Irian liberation army" with historian, historians have missed a
Itcidio-Television Committee Dec. .. .. in tiny required suhert taken
osti e treatment gixen vice-presa- held annually since 1935, this year headquarters in Makassar, the tremendous opportunity.
6. The recommendations include in any high school year will dis- dent
Nixon in 1958.
[ offers three $1000 awards one in EastIndonesian port where the
"With all its faults, Shirer’s
Policies, administrative anti oper- qualify an applicant unless he
Dr. Herring interviewed Cuban, each of the following fields of apparent bomb attempt on Su- book, being written at this time,
ating organization and staffing for takes the course (nee and does
[
leaders
in
1959
following
the
revoliterature:
the short story, all ’ karno’s life was made Sunday can stimulate historians, if they
the station.
better, said the spokesman.
Ilut ion of Fidel Castro. Part of Dr. forms of poetry and the historical . night. Nlakassar is about 750 miles wish, to important revisions of it."
Policies recommended by the
He said other (-flanges included Herring’s talk will include a dis- narrative.
!from Dutch territory.
Dr. Tansey said.
committee state that "the program disqualification of students who
cussion of Cuban affairs, together
The competition, which closes [ Three persons were killed and
Many historians feel that a deobjective of the .....FM station have not taken all required with
comments on Haiti, the Do- March 15, is open to persons be- 128 injured by a hand grenade
finitive history of an era can’t be
is to provide a high -quality, well- courses, despite graduation in the tninican Republic
and the West tween 20 and 40 years of age who !which exploded about 150 yards
written until 50 or, perhaps, 100
balanced program schedule design- top 10 per cent of their classes. j Indian Federation.
were born in California.
from Sukarno’s car, but the presi- years later. "The Rise and Fall
ed to meet the general objectives
dent escaped injury. He said here of the Third Reich" was completed
of the station and the college."
i Monday night that it was the in 1959. just 14 years after the
6
The station would have a stu; fourth time "Dutch agents" had close of the Nazi period in Gerdent staff supervised by faculty
tried to kill him.
many.
members. The student staff would
From Makassar, a likely jumpDISMISSES BET
have positions of station manager.
! ing-off point for any Indonesian
Dr. Tansey dismissed this belief
program director, business manattempt to invade New Guinea.
with a smile. "Historians are
ager, director of education, news
UPI correspondent R. E. Stannani
never ready to write a definitive
and public affairs director, public
reported no signs of an unusual
history," he said. "They either berelations director and music direc[military build up despite increaslieve they are to close to the
tor.
Ing Indonesian threats.
events or too far awaytoo disCouncil has acted as a "rubber
Only one warship could be seen
By BOB HALLADAT
"The meetings remind me of an
tant."
Council came under stamp" on many issues, Goldstein undertakers’ convention or a meet- ’in the area. Stannard reported. [
Dr. Tansey described Shirer’s
public
most
as
a
"prime
exharbors
and
citing
Most
charged,
ing
in
the
home
for
the
aged,"
he
heavy fire from Barney Goldstein
book as "a must for any educated
yesterday as the ASH personnel ample" its handling of budget ap- said, adding, "The spark of en- ibuildings are festooned nightly
person, particularly for college
officer leveled a barrage of propriations. "They have passed thusiasm that has been present with strings of colored lights al’students -even though they should
f most as if for a festival.
charges ranging from deceit to more than five budgets in less than in past councils is missing,"
I be warned against Shircr’s subthree minutes with no question
irresponsibility.
According to Goldstein’s state.
int erpre ta t ions."
, Goldstein said in a prepared asked and no deliberation," he ment, the most important sing]. Who’leetive
The book is written in a very
ASH Pres. Brent Davis has an- statetnent that Student Council said.
element lacking among coun,::
readable style -almost like that of
nouneed a plan which, if accepted, had been deceiving the student
"Now compare this with coun- members is responsibility to pera novel. Dr. Tansey describes it
will soon give SJS students midi- body which elected them to the cips handling of apivintments sons who elected them.
as "tremendously interesting and
tional benefits under the present "legislative" branch of student which, in fact, are an administraIt is the responsibility of each
voluntary health insurance pro government.
Vice l’res. William J. Dusel will i "citing. live function," the personnel of- member to report back to his class
1
grant. ’
to i Dr. Tansey received his B.A. in
"I feel that it is about time that ficer said. "In reality, appoint.
, " Thrs ’ present award certificates today
on all issues. he pointed
Davis’ proposal points up a need, the students are informed of ex- ments are the responsibility of the
. the San Jose State students select- 1942, his M.A. the following year
not
been
done,"
Goldstein
dehas
for improvement in the present !Betty what their ’legislative’ body ASB piesident, but council has dared.
iNi for the 1961-62 "Who’s Who!and his Ph.D. in 1950, all from
Among Students in American Uni. Harvard. He has been at SJS since
plan. "What students need most I is really doing: or better yet, not met most of the appointments
To point out one specific inci- versities and Colleges." at 2:30 1947.
Is nisurance to cover the cost of doing." Goldstein said,
with distrust and prejudice."
dent," he said, "last week a letter pm. in cafeteria rooms A and B.
A lack of self-initialed legisladrugs and this should he feasible
Council also seems lacking in was sent by the freshman class
This national program was inat no extra cost to the student tion was cited by Goldstein, who
please itiated in 1934 and is participate,:
because there is presently a surplus [ said most legislation that has been other respects. Goldstein asserted, asking its representatives to
come to the class meeting and in by approximately 600 American
in voluntary health plan funds of [ handled by council has been hand "There has been no intelligent maim a report."
schools.
approximately $25,000,
! ed them on a "siker platter."
debating or disagreeing between
Goldstein concluded his stateFollowing the general criteria 01
-This is not only easier than council members on issues of conThe ASH president will state his
"If
signs
of
a
ment
by
saying,
: the national organization, students
proposals at tomorrow’s meeting thinking for yourself." Goldstein troversy," he charged.
change in council’s attitude are i are chosen at San Jose State on
of the ASH supplementary health said. "hut it gives council more
Goldstein added that in conjunc- not immediately apparent, it will the basis of scholarship. leadership,
senice committee at 9:30 am. in time to function as an administraStudents may sign -sip for the
ivy body which seems to please lion with lack of interest, there is le necessary to continually bring Idiversity of participation in camthe College Union.
they a lack of participation by council , forth to the student body the in- pus activities, character and upper weekend Co-flee committee’s Satwhat
than
more
members
the
is
meeting
the
at
Attendance
urday excursion to San Francisco
[ adequacies of Student Council." ’division or graduate standing.
memlers.
’were elected to do."
open to the student body.
until 5 p.m. today in TH16,
according to Jim Pckkain. committee chairman.
This last trip of the semester
by the committee will inoffered
I
1 Rock ’n’ roll singer Billy Ki?
clude visits to Seal Rock. the Cliff
and his band, the King’s Men. v
House, the Golden Gate bridge.
make its first appearance at I.
III:1’11i
I
viiarics Foul wt..,
I,Y
mu II. isirt icularl) lus probel night’s Co-flee program in the
1st , and Chinatown, where dinner will
agent Fred
Former
of Communist infiltration of thel women’s gymnasium from 7:30 to Utopian Socialist, will be discussed Dr. Edgell. Fourier was the leader 1, be served.
puns will view "The Communist
!motion picture industry, for his , 9:45 p.m.. according to Mike Man- today by Dr. David P. Edgell, as- who set up the "Phalanx" move10:30
at
Perspective"
According to Pekkain, the stuin
Problem
lect lire.
ning, committee en-chairman.
sociate professor of English in CH - ment in France. In addition to the dents will leave the campus at 12
am, today in Morris Dailey audiof
SJS
composed
is
group
The
what
discuss
he
Dupuis will
translation Dr. Edgell has been Inoon and return at approximately
227 at 3:30 p.m.
torium for Students Against Com- thinks American reaction should students.
working on a biography of Fourier. 8 p.m. Cost for the trip will be
voltalk
is
being
features
F:dgell’s
Professor
regular
Co-Ree’s
He
be to the Communist threat.
munism.
pong. shuffle board, sponsored by the SJS student poBrook Farm, an experiment in $2.75 for transportation and the
During five of his 14 years of v, ill also present his opinion on leyball, ping
litical group, Toward an Active
chess and checkers
FBI work, Dupuis was in charge those who Oppose nt -eommi mism. four-square,
community living in Massachusetts I dinner. Payment for the trio
Community.
i
students.
Student
to
The lect tirer has previcaisly will also he available
of the Hollywood beat. It is exthe student
A translation of Fourier’s first during the Iftth century will also should he made by
Refteshments may be obtained
pected that Dupuis will draw from spoken to colleges and other Bay
up.
signing
is
while
he
Edgell.
be
discussed
by
Dr.
hook,
"The
Theory
of
Four
Moat Co.Ree. Manning said.
his experienees with the FBI from Area audiences.

Exec. Secretary

Although the U111% el.11y of California will stiffen entrance Fequilements for high school students from within the state in
1964, no change is scheduled for
San Jose State at the moment,
according to Admissions Officer
Sam Milioto.
To the best of his knowledge,
Milioto says there is no change
of entrance requirements planned
for SJS.
Ile has heard vague rumors of
a change. But he says than any
change would have to wait about
one or two years before going
into effect in order for the school
I
to implement the program.
I
The only change that has occurred, went into effect in the fall
semester of 1960. All transfer students had to have 24 semester
units of "B" or 60 units of "C" in
order to transfer to SJS.
The old program allowed transfer of students with 24 units of
"C."

Latin ’Chips
re own _
Talk

Fate Hangs
In Balance

Trustees

Goldstein B lasts Student Council;

Charges D eceit, Irresponsibility

ASB Pres. Davis
Seeks Increases
In Health Benefits

student

s Who Awards
To Be Given Today

Co-Rec to Sponsor
Excursion To S.F.
This Saturday

Former FBI Agent Dupuis
To Speak on Red Problem

King’s Men Play
At Co-Rec Tonight

David Edgell To Discuss
..
i Socialist
i
Fourier, Utopian
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Subversive Dormitories?
of the implo.,I,ou that dormitories --such as
The
those at S.15" miglit help iii sw ii 1 students toward sulocrs
through some obscure lileans of bribers is ail too apparent.
State Senator Jack Thompson $ R-Evergreett I made the implication last week, along with ,,tatements casting suspicion on
certain campus groups and on ’,Mita Clara county in general.
which he described as a "kind of I llllllll unist stronghold.This is not the first time that Senator Thompson has raised
- in the state inthr issue of extensive Communist "intiltrat
stitutions of higher education. Nur is this the first time that Senator Thompson has failed completely to present to the public
substantiating es Weiler to back up his charges. or c5c11 to confirm definitely that he has concrete es idence in his potssession.
In an earlier foray against the "subversives" in the colleges.
Senator Thompson would not cite any direct evidence other
than "an anion mous letter" as a basis for his charges.
Onse agaiu, Senator Thompsou has tailed to back his
charges %id’ proof. if such proof exists. This is highly unfortunate, for it casts serious doubt not only upon the validity of
statements, but also upon the motives of Senator Thomp,ou
himself.
Assuming his statements to he sincere, there are a number
of interesting ohsersations to he made, including an olisers
lion that Senator Thompson’s informants might not be as objective and factual as might he expected.
In his speech. sponsored by the Sunny ale Taxpayers association, Senator Thompson said, "All those students together.
many of them hard-pressed for money, and maybe somebody
slips them a few dollars once in awhile. In a situation like this
its pretty easy to swing them."
This statement illustrate* a phenomenally low regard for
the basic intelligence and ethics of the average college student.
If it is, indeed, possibleeven "easy"to swing American students to an unspecified "subvert,’ " with just "a few dollars,"
then Senator Thompson had better start hunting up a white
flagand quickly, for America as it now stands doesn’t seem to
have much of a chance.
A more plausible conclusion that might be drawn from
Thompson’s statements is, of course, that they were political in
nature. Why, one might ask, are the dormitories the prime tar...
..gets of subversion and of Senator Thompson’s attacks? What
about adjoining private "dorms" and approved housing in
general? Is there a significant difference in the type of student
residing in the dorms as opposed to the type living elsewhere?
It is an economic reality that the dorms have adversely
affected a number of campus area living places. Might there be,
therefore, a political connection between the interests of householders as a taxpaying and voting bloc and the recent attack on
the state-owned and state-operated dorms?
By planting the seeds of suspicion in the minds of citizens
Senator Thompson may conceivably hope to "swing" parents
away from consideration of dorm accommodations in favor of
private residences, in spite of the fact that private houses have
been effectively shown to be, in some cases, far less adequate
than the dorms.
With the charges lacking substantiation as they apparently
do, we call upon Senator Thompson to do one of two things:
I) to produce evidence to back his statements, or at least to cite
his specife or general sources, or 2) to apologize to SJS, the
dorms, and whatever other organizations he has subjected to
unwarranted suspicion.
To leave the statements hanging, however, would be a gross
injustice not only to the state college but also to the entire system of higher education.

"MR. MISSISSIPPI"Robert Browning, Donna
Stinecipher and Peter Nyberg portray a highly
dramatic scene from "The Marriage of Mr.

Mississsippi." Directed by Dr. Jack H. Neeson,
the presentation is scheduled to open Friday
night at 8:15 p.m. in the College Theater.

Tie Vote Results in Eight Finalists
For Dorothy Kaucher Award
Due tis a tie ,,ute in judging
of the Dorothy Kaucher Oral
Interpretatan award tryouts in
the Studio Theater, eight students will compete in finals
Thursday, rather than the traditional six.
Named by judges to vie for
the $50 award were Linda Berry,
Carolyn Reed Dunn, Susan Evers, Dennis Fimple, Russ Holcomb, Nancie Niederholzer,
Elisabeth Sauer and Luis Valdez.
Students will compete in the
finals Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Studio Theater. Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher, professor emeritus of

speech, will attend to present
the winner the award.
Selections for the final competition will be seven minutes
long, three minutes of which
were read during the tryouts.
Miss Berry will read "Home
Burial," Frost; Mrs. Dunn,
"Franny," J. D. Salinger; Miss
Evers, "The Lark," Anouilh;
Fimple, "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," Thurber; Holcomb,
"John Brown’s Body," Benet;
Miss Niederholzer, "The Island"
and "Winter of Our Discontent,"
Milne and Steinbeck; Miss Sauer,
"Archy and Mehitahel," Marquis

-Round

Sparta-

spentanditi

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
THE NEWS WHEEL
Sigma CM pledges were honored by their local chapter at a
dinner-dance Friday night ... CM Omega dads will be guests Sunday at the annual CO Father-Daughter banquet to be held at the
SJS chapter house. Carole PAM() Is chairman of the event ... Delta
Zeta pledges are planning a spaghetti dinner Sunday, January 14
from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. The cost is 75 cents and everyone is invited.
WEDDING BELLS
Linda Maxwell, Alpha Chi Omega from Santa Ana,
Welch, Phi Sigma Kappa senior engineering major, Orland.

to

Dee

River-

On Dec. 31, Rosemary Ellis, Kappa Kappa Gamma sophomore
elementary education majik, Berkeley, became the bride of Curt
Hoer.% UC Sigma Phi junior business major.
HEADING FOR A WEDDING

CV 7.0920

SOUTH FIRST ST.PRESENTS

ORIGINALS
3-laud Carved -Smart

in the Ultra
FINISHES
SWEDISH & FLORENTINE
,

Kathleen Argenta, sophomore elementary education major, San
Lorenzo, and Richard Olson, senior physics major at Harvey Mudd
college, Walnut Creek, have set their wedding date for June 23.
An August wedding is being planned by Christine Erickson,
sophomore social science major, and Tom Metz, Chi Pi Sigma senior
police major, Chino.
Judy Parent, Delta Gamma senior education major. Petaluma,
has announced her engagement to Ted Augustine, associated with
the Pacific Telephone co. in Oakland. The couple plan a summer
wedding.
A late summer wedding is being planned by Joan Thomas,
sophomore elementary education major, Whittier, and former SJS
student, Joe Fagundes, Naval Aviation cadet, Tulare.
NEWLY PINNED

sellers, freshman education major, San Jose, to Rocky
Lubin, Sigma Chi senior political science major, Beverly Hills,
Claudia Coughlin, Delta Gamma sophomore elementary education major. Monrovia, to Gary Fentress, William and Mary college
alumnus, presently attending Loyola Law school in Los Angeles.
Ann Border, Alpha Chi Omega senior sociology major, Palo
Alto, to Dave Amoroso, Phi Sigma Kappa senior business major,
San Mateo.
Sue Rodekohr, Pi Delta Omega penology major, Walnut Creek,
to Tom Zoltan’, Chi Pi Sigma police major, Menlo Park.
Karl Metheny, Chi Omega sophomore social science major, San
Gabriel, to John Olsen, Theta Chi senior physical education major,
San Bruno.
Kathleen

MATCHED WEDDING RING SETS

a) Grooms Rini $I25.0C,
Bride’. Rini . 5 99 51

t’ dos R

.

$67

SO

Hand Carved Bared Bridal Wedding Ring Sets are original creations to be
Worn with infinite pride. They are exclusive masterpieces of rare design
and magnificent beauty, truly befitting the discriminating.
Available in a large selection of genuinely Hand Carved designs, Including
the exquisite Swedish and Florentine finishes ... in wide or tapered one
and two-tone combinations, embellished with brilliant diamonds.
6)

Bare! signature Lel appears in the shank of every ring,
you of a genuine Hand Carved original.
The

to assure

Has the World Lost All Standards of Guilt and Innocence?
. . . Duerrenmatt has some sharp comments to make on this
problem in his comic-satire

THE MARRIAGE OF MR. MISSISSIPPI
By Duerrenmatt

CV’ 7-0920

dnaIoicdtc nie lo,jwe a-
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my attention on
looking through the spring class
schedule that something had to
be wrong. According to the
schedule, the TUVW letter
group was supposed to register
on the last day. Looking at two
old schedules, I found that this
same group had registered third
on the last day this fall, and last
on the last day in spring of ’61!
Being a "W" myself, I was
somewhat disturbed by this,
even to the point of asking
around in the Administration
building, hoping for some consoling reason at least. I found
that yes, a mistake had been
made, but since the schedules
were already printed, not much
could be done.
However, I’m writing this letter in hopes that something
will be done. I think there is still
time to correct the schedule and
make this "forgotten letter
group" believe that Justice will
triumph over Fate. Perhaps this
can be done through the Spartan Daily.
Joan Woodbury
A 10922

senatorrhor,1,,,,l,tz:teigms1uuiaitu
tniti
his 1962 canp:igner

baseless, but indeed typical
his attitude toward students
ohnigIehesr
wouldpeced:ix*
%ea teukins

Jose Mercury of Saturday, Jan. 6, can-led the following report of a speech by State
Sen. Jack Thompson:
"Dormitories such as those at
San Jose State College may be
used to ’swing’ students toward
subversive ideas, he claimed. ’All
those students together, many of
them hard-pressed for money,
and maybe somebody slips them
a few dollars once in awhile. In
a situation like this it’s pretty
easy to swing them,’ he said."
As a San Jose State professor,
naturally I am inclined to find
some faults with students, but
the charge that for a "few dol-

slips

.
14,15,.
15
ideas
him a few dollars

Friday and Saturday, Jan. 12 and 13
Also January 17 thru 20
:

E1.00 GENERAL
College Theatre

BOX OFFICE 5th and SAN FERNANDO STS.
Open 1-5 Daily (Speech it Drama Baikling)
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Woodwind music by Beethoven
will be presented by students of
W. Wayne Sorensen, associate
professor of music, tomorrow at
11:30 a.m. in Concert hall.
Performers include Susan
Snook, Anne Arent, Gary Gray
and Donald Nelson.
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Avoid the rush and
panic of spring
semester . . .
Buy a La Torre today
San Jose State Yearbook
Complete Coverage of Athletic E,ents
Photos of All Campus Queens
More Color Than Ever Before

$6

Available at Student Affairs
Business Office TII 16

A Speech and Drama Production

500 SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 8:15 p.m.

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

and Valdez, "Lament for a Bullfighter," Lorca.
Judges for yesterday’s preliminary contest included Dr. Ruth
McKenzie, professor of speech;
Dr. Paul Keller, associate professor of speech and Howard L.
Miller, assistant professor of
speech.
Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech,
was contest chairman.
Students were judged on
choice of material, understanding of author’s intent, emotionality, voice, emphasis, audibility, tempo, pause and articulation, Mrs. Mitchell explained.
Twenty-two students were
competing for the finalist positions.
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Sandy Hansen, Alpha Chi Omega senior business major,
side, to Mike Brady, Theta Chi alumnus, Redwood City.
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’Something Wrong’
With Reg Time

Less than 1700 copies left!
Buy One Today
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Troop Education
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U.S. Sec. McNamara
Names Study Group

le..
Vi’aSIIINGTuN it’ll,
tame Secretary Robert S. McNamara yesterday appointed a
committee of prominent Americans
troop
to study the Pentagons
propose
education program and
improvements.
Hearted in advance of a senate
investigation of alleged "muzzling"
of military men, the Defense Departments programs for educating
troops, and the participation of
military men in seminars on cold
oar Problems.
The new study group will be
1,eaded by Karl R. Elendetsen,
president of the Champion Paper
undersecreen and former Army
tary, Named the advisory commiton nonmilitary instruction, it
will hold its first meeting here
Jm. 20.
’MUZZLING" l’HARG ER
Sen. John C. Stennis (D-Miss.),
chairman of a special senate subcommittee, will open hearings
three days later on the "muzzling"
charges aired by Sen. Strom
Thurmond (B-SC.), and others.
Thurmond, informed of MeNainara’s action, called it a "standard bureaucratic response to publicized revelations of shortcoming," He is a member of the investigating group,
Thunnond. asserting that "the
time for positive action in this
area is already late," said there
was plenty of time for study since
the end of the Korean War. He
said recommendations made then
mplemented
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
Hours 6 ccrn. to 11
NO WAITING
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
097 N. 13th

Little Eveie Knows
Where To Pick The
Right Products

We Don’t Sell Apples
But We Do Have Everything
You Need in Art Supplies

WALLPAPER ARTISTS SUPPLIES
PICTURE FRAMES
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
or
Valley Fair - Park "C"

"Instead," ’Final:1,010i aid,
the past year the troop indoctrination and education programs have
been diluted by actions of the department which serve to de-emphasize training troops about the
enemy, which poses auch a real
and total threat to our country."
McNamara told members or the
study group in a letter that the
training of troops was
"vital
element in our national defense."
One member is Mm. Arleigh A.
Burke, former chief of naval operations, who ran into difficulties
in getting some of his speeches
approved early in the Kennedy
administration. Ile retired last
August.
WALKER IssUE
The muzzling issue flared as a
result of Thurmond’s complaints
and the uproar last year over former Maj. Gen. Edwin A. Walker’s
troop information program when
he commanded the 24th Infantrv
Division in Germany.
Walker resigned his commission
after the Army said he had made
derogatory remarks about noted
Americans and had sought to influence the votes of his troops.

DOING RESEARCH with frogskin are Maureen McTigue, senior
entomology major, and Allan D. Pratt, sophomore psychology
major, whose opportunities for such work were made possible by
a National Institutes of Health grant of $11,000 awarded to Dr.
James N. Pratley last year. Dr. Pratley, assistant professor of
biology, is working with the membranes as part of an experiment
on the aging process. In the background is the bank of special
electronic measuring instruments which were bought or built
with funds from the grant.

Using Frogskin

Pre-Reg Planned
By Language Dept.
Pre-registration in foreign language courses, open to all SJS students, will be held Jan. 17 and 18
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to
1 p.m. in Building 0, according to
Ire Wesley R. Goddard, foreign
languages department .head.
Dr. Goddard explained that the
icirpose of this system is to insure
present SJS students enrollment
in foreign language courses.
During the fall registration, he
aid, all elementary and inteinte,liate foreign language courses
acme closed and some students
...ere denied enrollment_
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TOMORROW
Survey of Music Literature, Collcert hall. 11 30 a.m.
Dorothy Rancher, Reedit.).
award program, Studio Theater
3:30 p.m.
MI’N, meeting, College Union
7:15 p.m.
Thursday Forum, speaker: Dr
Bruce Ogilvie. associate professor
of psychology. Roger William,
house, 156 S. 10th st . 12.30 p.m
3,io
:atliopp.ionmore class, meeting. 516,1

Some 30 per cent of a ;,. than
1 million "missing" alumni of colleges and universities throughout
Use United States hese not repaid
a total of $175 million in student
loans, according to a bulletin received yesterday.
AIEE-IRE, officer and commit
The Tracers co. of America,
operating out of New York City., tee meeting. Elm. 12,30 p.m.: ol
will soon begin a nation-wide cam- freer election. S161. 7:30 p.m.
Mortal affairs committee, "cafe
paign in search of more than
115,000 of these "lost" alumni, the Capers," rock-and-roll com bo
How does a professor use a
"The Invaders," in he featured
He continued to explain the bulletin continues.
grant?
roles they are playing in the exEd Goldfader, general manager cafeteria snack bar, 2-3:13 p.m.
Society of Industrial Engineers.
Dr. James N. Pratley, assistant periment.
of the company, estimates that
"The students are assigned to about 85 per cent of those being social, 7:30 p.m.; meeting includprofessor of biology, is using his
$11,000 NIH grant to buy and special phases of the project and I sought will be found, and that ing election of officers. 8 p.m
build special electronic measuring try to supervise all the separate about $7 million worth of unpaid Havenly Foods restaurant, f1rs equipment for his project.
phases and coordinate them to- student loans will be cleared up. shore at Julian ST
The National Institutes of ward our goal," he said.
Tracers co. claims to have alDr. Pratley is among two or ready resolved the "missing’
Health awarded him the grant
last year to study the aging pro- three dozen members on the SJS alumni problems of some 21
:
faculty who are doing research colleges and universities, "and Oa
cess by examining frogskins.
under grants which now total endowment positions of those In
"I’m studying the ionic transmore than half a million dollars. Istitutions have, in every case. been
port in membranes and how this
Signups for those wishing 1,
, considerably improved."
relates to the aging process. The
I Goldfader said that. "in search- attend Spartacamp taill be kW
material I’m usiog most often is
ing for a 1129 graduate, it was from Jan. 15 through Jae 19, a
the frogskin," Dr. Pratley said.
learned that. he had spent about cording to John Olsen, camp d
"Frogskin is the experimental
25 years in England and returned rector.
material most often used for this
to America a rich man." the reBooths for signups will he locate type of experiment." he continued
in front of the Spartan bookstore
"Living things have electrical
"When
port
said. located by Tracers co. library quad. cafeteria and insid,
potential and I’m trying to find
and informed of his impending the cafeteria during dormitoo.
out what causes this potential and, A meeting for all Spartacamp class reunion, he presented a dinner hours.
how it is altered in lime," Dr. I counselors will be held in the fac- $25,000 gift to his Alma Mater,"
Outdoor booths will he one,
I ulty cafeteria tomorrow from 7
Pratley explained.
frcm 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. ein
It added.
This is where the grant and the to 10 p.m.
Don Ryan. asistant to the dean inside the cafeteria frail 5 to
special electronic measuring equipFifty-five counselors have been of students, said that the percent- p.01.
ment do their jobs. One piece of selected for this year’s Sparta - age of delinquent loans at SJS is
Olsen said applications will ta.
equipment was an instillment cost- camp, according to John Olsen, so small that it wouldn’t pay the accepted on a "first come. firs:
ing $800, he said.
,Spartacamp committee chairman. coll,
,7
But the greatest VRille of the ;They are: Sue Alison. Cynthia
grant, to Dr. Pratley, is that the , Byers, Janet Constantino, Anne
conducting of such a project af- I Davis, Carole Gordon, Gloria Gurfords educational opportunities for ske, Lane Hecker, Harlene Heller,
students who act as technical as- Peggy Kimball, Carlyn Kinnison.
sistants
Judy Kropke, Elsie Landis and
One graduate and three under- Lana Lawson.
. for a feast, or call for your favorite BROASTE0 CHICKEN to
assisting
are
students
take out. For a party, this is the ticket!
graduate
Others include Jeanne Longinel
under
Dr.
experiment,
in the
!Wavle Lowen, Kathy Lyn -And Spivey’s bakery hos the desserts you dream about.
Pratley’s direction.
’Missy McCarthy. Ann Merrill,
"Doing research is an educa- ren Metheny, Judi Osborne, Nan
for
the
proboth
CY 7.1712
tional experience
1761 VC San Cados
I Pond, Nani Ran, Gail Rowein,
fessor and the students," he said. !Stacks, Maureen Urey and Jo"
CY 3-2920
12th 5 Santa Clara
"The grant allows cpportunities to Warnke.
let students participate in reAlso selected were Warren Alsearch."
lan, Charles Allard, C;corge Barnes,
Robert Benitez, Michael Collins.
Jeff Davis, Dirk Eastman, William
Erdman, Jim Fuller, Al Harris,
Mine detectors arrived on the Carl Harris and Richard Harris.
Other selections are Bill Hauck.
dorm scene yesterday miming HS
college police and engineers joined Michael Hooper. Al Malyon, John
’,lees in an attempt to detect McDonald, Chuck Osier, Bob Pisan, Bill Scott, Tom Truax, Paul
.prinkler valves.
SJS Chief Engineer Vic Jansen, Tumason, Lance Walden, Stephen
explained it was necessary to bor- Walsh, Chuck Watkins, Robert
row an army mine detector since Weers, Peter ’Wolfe, Gary Wood,
installation and blueprints did not Skip Woodward (Harlan, and
Dana Wylie.
coincide.

Award Aids Prof
Committees
Have Openings In Project on Age

Applications I r recognition
ommittee chairman. Spartan
from the start committee chairman and one ASH representative
on the examination committee are
now being accepted, according to
Barney Goldstein, ASH personnel
officer.
Applications can be picked up
in the College Union and must be
returned no later that 12 noon
Tuesday, Goldstein said.
Applicants must also sign up for
an interview to he held Tuesday
from 230 to 5 p.m. If interviews
cannot be scheduled at that time,
applicants should contact Goldstein at the College Union.
Duties of the committees are:
-- Recognition committee: Planning supervision of the ASH recognition banquet which is held in
May. The chairman must be able
to serve a full academic year.
,
Spartan from the start: reI sponsiblity for publishing a alit dent handbook for distribution to
all entering students.

I
TODAY
Kochi *Hairs consraittee.
I Interior demIgn exhibition. art meeting. A139, 3:30 p.m.
gallery. Monday -Fridays. 9 urn.
Book Talk. Dr. Richard Tan4 p.m.; Surwtays. 1.15-5 nen :
profeaso r of art, "Rise and
through Jan. 26.
Fall of the Third Reich, " by
Lecture, speaker: Dr. Hubert ; William L. Shirer, cafeteria
Herring, author and lecturer, "The rooms A and B, 12:30 p.m.
Chips Are Down in Latin Amer.I PI Alpha Nu, public relations
I film: "Project 5118." cafeteria
Ma," Concert hall. 11 .30 ai.
m
room B. 8 pm
Students’ Againet taammunban,
speaker.
Irte.eikve,
speaker: Fred G. Dupuis. emeisenniti5e secretary
ployee of the national board of Joe Dunco
tire underwriters anti former of Santa Clara County Medical
Federal Bureau of Investigation society, "Socialized Medicine." lobmember. "The Communist Prob- by of Health building, 7:30 p.m.
SPUR, business meeting, Collem iii Perspective," Morris
lege Union, 7 p.m.
Dailey auditorium, 10:30 a.m.
Newman chin voting on proBasketball, SJS vs. University of Pacific at Stockton; posed conat it ut nine! amendment
freshman, 6:15 p.m.; varsity, and intruductiun of spring -tall of
iiet candidates. Newman hall. 7a
8:15 pin.
S. Filth st., 8 fun ; Petitions for
Co-Ree, special event theme: offices available through Friday.
"Co-/tee Goes Cultural"; art exICC, meeting. t’ollege Union
hibit, dance band, regular Co- 6:30 p.m.
Rec events, women’s gymnasium,
Weekend Co-Here, sign-ups for
730 pm.
San Francisco trip. THI6, :i p.m
75 cents tor Nuristan t itiinu, $2 to,
dinner payable at sign-up.

Signups To Begin
For Spartacamp

Student Counselors
For Spartacampers
To Meet Tomorrow

HEAD FOR YOUR NEAREST
SPIVEY’S RESTAURANT
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JANUARY SPECIAL
LANOLIN PERMANENT
$750
REGULAR $15.00

Let our stylists create
a flattering new heir do
just for you. Our lanolin
permanent will give
you firm and natural
tooling curl.
Open Wondin, Thursday
and Fran% nights nn
ionnointntent neressary.
Ultimo included on
%bowfin, bl000lin nnd
II ednrsild, onh?

"Now, now Susan ...everybody
can’t be the Homecoming Queen!"

It \I’l I II

First at Santa Clara
CY 2.7262

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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Buckeyes, Bearcats
Still Top U.S. Cagers
NEW YORK CPI i Ohio state
and Cincinnati, ranked 1-2 every
week of the season in the United
Press International major college
lkaskethall ratings, held on to the
top two spots yesterday while
Southern California and Kentucky
moved Mtit challeneing positions.
Ohio state, on, ot the only
two major colleges with a perfect record, :igaln was the top
pick of 34 of the 35 coaches who
make up the UPI rating board.
The other first -place vote, as a
sxeek ago, went to (incinnati.
While those two Ohio giants reRALPH’S PIZZA HANGOUT
Tate Oaf
11 Varieties
Fast Delivery
ef Pim
Call CY 7-5990
945 THE ALAMEDA
of NO. MORRISON, SAN JOSE

mauled lucked in their customme
spots. Southern California and
Kentucky moved up past Kansas
state to take over the No. 3 and
No. 4 positions. Kansas state last
to Colorado during the weekend
for its second setback against nine
let ones.
The United Press International major college basketball ratings with first-Ware votes and
won -lost records in parentheses:
Points
earn
349
1. Ohio State (34) ill-Ot
315
2. Cincinnati ID 111-11
241
it. Southern Cal (11-2)
233
4. Kentucky 110-1)
183
5. Kansas State 19-2) .
107
6. Villanova 112-1 I
.106
7. Duquesne 19-11
so
8. Duke (9-21 . .
46
9. Oregon State 19-1 )
41
10. West Virginia 9-31

On Navin Alt’.

.1’"0, Q.; -Rail!! Round Thr Flom boys ’,"Thi Moo.,
I_ce ii of Dolor Gillis", etc

RING IN THE NEW
Are you still writing "1961" on your papers and letters?
bet you are, you scamps! But I no not one to be harsh with
those who forget we are in a new year, for I myself have long
been guilty of the !Wile lapse. In fact, in my senior year at
college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until nearly November of
1574! (It tureed out, incidentally, not to be such a serious
error because, as we all know, 1874 was later repealed by
President Chester A. Arthur in a fit of pique over the Black
Tom Explosion. And, as we all know, Mr. Arthur later came
to regret liis basty action. Who does not recall that famous
meeting between Mr. Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr.
Arthur said. "Lou. I wish I hadn’t of repealed 1874." Whereupon the French emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi
par nou, vi tyler tu." Well sir, they had many a good laugh
:dwelt that, as you can imagine.)
But I digress. How can we remember to write 1962 on our
papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find something
memorable about 19112, something unique to fix it firmly in
’our mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as we all know,
1962 is the first year in history that is divisible by 2, by 4, and
by 7. Take a pencil and try it: 1962 divided by 2 is 981: 1962
divided by 4 is 490-1 ’2; 1962 divided by 7 is 280-2 /7.This mathematical curiosity will not occur again until the year 2079, but
we will all be so busy then celebrating the Chester A. Arthur

hi -centenary that we will scarcely have time to be writing
ropers end lefts-re and like that.
Another clever little trick to fix the year 1962 in your mind
is to remember that 1962 spelled backwards is 2691. "Veer"
spelled backwards is "rainy." "Nlarlborii" spelled lockwards is
"omhleilii." Marlboro smoked backwards is no fun at all.
Kindly do not light the filter. What you do is put the filter end
in your lips, then light the tobacco end, then draw, and then
find out what pleasure. what joy, what rupture serene it is to
smoke the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. In 1962, as
in once mid future years, you’ll gets lot to like in a Marlboro
available in soft pock and flip-top box in all 50 states and
Duluth.
But 1 digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects
of 1962 and high among them, of mime, is the fact that, in
1962 the entire House of Representatives stands for election.
There will, no doubt, be Many lively and interesting contests,
but none, I’ll wager, quite so lively and interesting as Idle one
in my own district where that leading candidate is none other
than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur, ineidentally, is not the first ex-president to come
out of retirement and run for the House of Representatives.
John Quincy Adams was the first. Mr. Adams also holds
another distinction: he was the first son of a president ever to
611*Ve ex president. It is trine that Martin Van Buren’s sore
Walter "Blinks," Van Buren, was at one time offered the nomination for the presidency, hut he, alas, had already accepted
a hid to become Mad Ludwig of Bavaria. AMPS K. Polk’s son,
on the other hand, became Salmon P. Cheese Millard Fill eon went into air conditioning. This later was known 3.4
e ISO Nay Atalue
the Nlioitri COMpmmi,r.

In Missouri. or anywhere else, there is no compromise with
quality in Marlboro or the new unfiltered king -Rise Philip
Morris .... (fonder. The I’ anintander does something nett
in cigarette makinggently vacuum cleans the tobacco for
flavor and mildness. Gel aboard.’ You’ll be reefeorne.

Ks sor EVE’ (’HELL
Wild names and wild woes
highlighted the opening of independent A and it league Intramural basketball action in Sparlemy night.
tan gym M

I) leagtic play at 6:30; Gregory’s
meets Sem:rams V at 7:30: the
Pink Tubbers inept the Dinky
Dunker. al 3:30. The Saints will
face the .AFROTt No. 2 at 9:30
and M01111(ler’h Gestapo n ill challenge Y???, also at 9:30.

through 14 points for the Sheiks;
Jerry Todd did likewise for A.A..
but the Sheiks hid n o difficulty
in posting a 44-26 win.
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Outclassing the N 4. 11 III a n
Knights throughout the contest,
the Allen Hailers claimed their
opening night win nith a 57-33
triumph.

mark.

Squaring off tonight ssill be
B league play was highlighted
Gorgio’s Body Snatchers top16 (’ and I) league tennis. play51-32 victory
by Otlen’s 414-47 win o’er the
pled the Gohhiers 39-22. as Jim
ing in their first round if the
in e%r.,:::..Irtutrti1,74,...,,,.., 19.
04
Bucket Rankers.
Ligeete with 12 points, and
split -semester sell.).11.
The %sinners’ Bob Keller took
with eight markMullen,
George
tsisiiti,;
honorstiKeilercim
sretfrrng
ta29.pint
he
hon.
scoring
night’sTaking
runner-up
Armstrong, oho scored 16, net.
In t league action. .tFROTC
ers, led the winners to their
ors for the evening nil% Otien’s
led 22 of the airmen’s 27
No. 1 will he pitted against
n in.
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13
field
goals
and
three
In
half
Ire,
Buzz Kies man, who netted 10
points,i
Delta Sigma lit 6:30;
and then
continued
first.
squad.
lead
his
to
throws
field goals and a tree throw tor
their near -and -tear am the
Jim Lore netted 111 digits and
Winged Feet against Anon Malls
at,
to a 23-8 halm .... . lead and then
21 points. J1N Murray and Mike
during the final half. Jim
Ken Colt seven to lead the losat 7:30: the !teasers against the
Step.
to its 24 -point winning margin.
i.. .
seder both reached the double
e.g:rnered
Ding Bats at 8:311.
ers in the scoring department.
15 pointr for Its
figures for the winners, Murray
The Red Hoard edged MaulThe titeers ineet the Ripples In
Norm S t 1 en hack pushed

NFL Reports
Great Season;
Bigger Crowds

LIKE A BIRD

Candlestick Park Wind Study
Rapped by Hayward Giant Fan

MIAMI BEACH
- The
National Football league happily
reported yesterday a total paid attendance of 3,986,159 for 98 game,
in 1961, the fourth straight yea]
over three million and an average
increase of 569 fans per game.
In 73 games last year the
league drew 3,128,296 spectators.
"This is particularly impressive," said Commissioner Pete leozelle. starting a new five-year
term at mono a year, "in view
of the fact that the last two weeks
of the season we had very poor
weather in the East and Midwest
and also had one new club as well
as a relatively new club."
The league expanded to the St.
Paul -Minneapolis area last year
with the founding of the Minnesota Vikings, and it was only the
second year of operation for the
Dallas Cowboys.
"We also must consider," added Rozelle, "that in 1958 and
1959 the Los Angeles Rams,
playing in a 100,000 -seat stadium, acre very successful. Now
they have been doen and yet interest goes up, and there are
places where we reed larger
stadiums.
"Philadelphia and Nsw York
were up appreciably in ettendence,
and so was Washingtcn despite a
losing season. This last CPSe proves
the value of a new stadium. Oveiall it is an optimistic trend with
attencinnce doubled in the last 10
, years."

By El) LF:VINE
The public may have been stuck
with a $55,000 bill when the San
Francisco board of supervisors
voted Monday to investigate the
wind problems at the Giants’
home, Candlestick Park baseball
stadium.
While the city of bridges is
digging up the funds to curb the
breeze, and increase attendance
by this "Investigation," .411111f.
free advice for the "rasing" of
the Giants’ stadium filters In
from Hayward.
Samuel Basum, who runs Fiesta
liquors and acts as a ticket broker
for the Giants in Hayward. has
come up with a remedy for the
Candlestick hurricane.
Basum says that it would be foolish for the supervisors to cough
up some $55,000 for a study of
wind that everyone knows is
there, unless they -want to toss
some of the money his way.
Basum is as good an authority
as any other fan that has attended the game, only to be chilled
and blown all ever the place by
the treacherous winds. The gales
that blow all over Candlestick
park do not help the athletes
down on the field either.
Under the Basum plan, the

Ski Racing Movie
Slated For Showing
"The Techniques of Ski Racing" a Warren Miller motion picture, will be presented by the
Women’s Physical F:ducation department Friday at 3:30 and 4:30
p.m. at C14227 and Monday at
and 4 p.m. at CH357.
Admission to the motion
lure, open to all student. of San
Jose State and friends. is 25 cent according to Miss Juan Hilliker, instructor in physical education.
The mosie takes place at the
nationals at Squaw Valley. Aspen.
Arlbeig Kandahar at St. Anton
and Chamonix.
Featured in the films will be
Tony Sailer. Schranz, Werner,
Reider, Allais, Pravda and Tom
Corcoran, well-known skiers.
The department announced Monday all women interested in trying out for the women’s ski team
may still do so. Members of the
team have not yet been selected.
This winter the SJS women’s
ski team will participate in the
University of Nevada Winter (’arnival Feb. 8 to 11 at Reno, Nev.;
the Vanderbilt cup races at Squaw
Valley and the Tresidder ski meet
at the Sugar Bowl.

Remedy Offered

FLYING HIGHSan Jose center Joe Braun scores on a layup
shot in the Spartans 51-37 victory over the St. Mary’s Gaels
last Monday night in the civic
’auditorium.

Dischinger,
Nash Pushed
For Honors

United Press International
Terry Dischinger of Purdue looks
like a cinch to gain a repeat berth
on college basketball’s All -America
team this season hut don’t overlook Kentucky’s newest sephomore
whiz, Cotton Nash.
Both players turned in nifty
performances Monday night to
strengthen their bids for national honors. Dirrhinger scored 45
points in ponering Purdue to a
LOS ANGELES I UPI, A bat- 96-89 victory over Illinois and
tle of youth vs. age was assured Nash totaled 31 as fourth -ranked
yesterday with the disclosure that Kentucky turned hack VanderArchie Moore, sometimes -paunchy bilt, 77-68.
partial claimant to the woild light
Disehinger needs no introducheavyweight championship, would tion to college court fans, having
meet Argentina’s Alejandro Lavo- earned a berth on the UPI All rante in late March at the Sports I America team last season after
arena.
!winding up as the Big Ten conferCagey Archie won’t risk his ence’s leading scorer for the secshare of the light heavy title. but ond straight year. Nash, though,
Lavorante could forfeit by defeat is a newcomer with a world of talchances he has of meeting either ent who reached Kentucky by an
top-rated heavyweight challenger odd, circuitous route.
Sonny Liston or the champ himCoach Adolph Rupp has hailed
self, Floyd Patterson.
Nash as "the finest sophomore
Promoter George Parnassus said prospect in the nation." and he
the definite date would he set after cettainly Inked the part against
negotiations for television rights. Vanderbilt.

Moore Slated
For L.A. Bout

plate would be !nosed to
I
Willie Mays’ working grounds
In centerfield. The double-decker stands that now tower beyond
first and third bases would be
extended around the present outfield until the arena is fully
encircled.
Basum states, "I’m no expert on
aerodynamics, but if properly designed with baffles and slanted
walls, this would seem to create a
sheltered canyon about 200 feet
deep with the wind swirling above
it."
The voluble Basum goes on to
say, "A majority of the spectators, being where the outfield is
now, would not have to climb a
long hill from the parking lot."
Basum figures the cost at about
$4,000,000.
So far no word from the S.F.
city or the Giants’ management
has been received on Basum’s
plan
CORONA

Who knows. Basum’s name
might go down in the annals /
baseball history as saving ie
Giants’ park and helping s,
the $15.000.000 oi iginel sup
the ballpark.
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EUROPE
Write to: American Shglent
Information Service, 22 Ave.
De La Liberte, Luxembcug
REMINGTON
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TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
’fa
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
1,e
purch
rental
applies
to
r,c),
$18.00
or any machine if you decide to buy.
EAS’f PAYMENT PLAN

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking
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Having given his idea to saie
the Giant baseball park, Karam Ii
now waiting for the horsehide :
public to
ke their mints
known.

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

Est. 1900

Ga

24 S. SECOND ST.
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SAY VIC
PIZZA PARLOR
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
("Across from Fufuromo Bowl" I

WE’RE LOOKING FOR TALENT!
GUITARISTS, BANJO PLAYERS,
SINGERS, QUARETS, PIANO PLAYERS,
SKITS, ETC.
DANCERS ANY
COME THURSDAY
NIGHT - 7 P.M.
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA
SHOPPING CENTER at LAWRENCE
STATION ROAD
Open Deily 4 P.M. ’61 2 A.M.
Across from Futureme Bowl
AX 6-3837
e
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SPARTANS
LET YAGER & SILVA HELP YOU

YOUR GAS DOLLARS

NOW FEATURING MAJOR GAS AT REDUCED PRICES
p.s,: Something

NEW Has Been Added
ALL CIGARETTES 22c PER PACK
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
CASH STAMPS With EVERY PURCHASE

Yager & Silva
78 So, 4th St.
CY 5-8968
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Gallegos Leads Awards Inman
attended San
over 200 people
annual fall sports
Jo State’s
members of the
banquet honoring
cross country
uviball. water polo,
night at
stweer teams last
Village.
Laa’s
The banquet featured speeches,
galore. Spar Iroplues, and awards
Gallegos
ma quarterback Chon
trophies.
anted oft with three
The talented signal caller was
two outstanding
%Wed one of the
the year during the
,ithietes ofcompetitive
year. /1 re1961 SJS
trophy om
ceived a handsome
and forme’ Spar49’er line roach,
tan gridiron great. Billy Wilson.
Senior Gallegos also copped the
player on the football squad who
contributed the most to. the team
and garnered a trophy for being
man in
voted the most valuable
backfield. These
the 1961 Spartan
voted to Gallegos
two honors were
by team members.
Track and cross country ace
Charlie Clark was the second member of the banquet to receive the
Athlete of the year award for the
1961 season.
Clark is a Nt’AA Steeplechase
champion and holds a record two
mile jaunt in a 8:45.4 clocking in
a race with such greats as Lasso
Tabu’ and iliix Truex.

Ya.

totnpliment Her
With Flowers

Gallegos who piloted the Spar.
tan football team, has received the
Pop Warner award and will get
the season’s best athlete on the
Pacific Coast honor front the Palo
Alto club soon. He broke five Spartan all time passing records.
The most outstanding player 4,n
the soccer team award went to
senior Joe Battaglini and the Best
Sportsman honor went to Tony
Zanot to.

-*4,

GOLF RATES
75c

SATURDAY. SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
2.00
r-Rom I A.M. to 1 P.M................-.....
1 P.M to 2 P.M.
1.50
75
AFTER 2 P.M.

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD NEAR STORY ROAD

OMEGA

91 SOUTH
FIRST ST.
307 tOWN &
COUNTRY YIUACIE

.

JEWELERS

Athlete of the Week

VANCE BARNES

AO. b. Itilt ii, I I
game high scoring honors. Spartan coach Stu
Inman has said of Gray, "There isn’t a better
offensive player in the conference than Gray.
Bates, playing one of his better games, scored
II points while at the same time guarding Gray.

REBOUND BATTLESpartans Rolf Dahl and
Dennis Bates battle for a rebound in Monday
night’s 51-37 victory over St. Mary’s at the
civic auditorium. With the ball is Dahl, a 6-3
forward. Behind Bates can be seen the Gaels’
Steve Gray, who scored 20 points to capture

Spartan Wrestlers
Grapple San Diego
Coach Hugh Mumby’s varsity
grapplers meet San Diego state
college Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Spartan mat room.
It will be the first competition
since Dec. 12 for the Spartans.
They dropped a 21-10 decision to a
powerful San Francisco Olympic
Club on that date.
The SJS matmen opened the
season by capturing the Northern
California Intercollegiate Tournament Dec. 9, beating a 14-team
field.
The Spartans suffered a tout -I
blow last week when it was learned that the 147.1b. SJS ace, Leroy
Stewart, would be lost to the team
for probably the rest of the season.
Coach Mumby said that Stewart
is suffering from an aggravation
of an old neck injury. The results
of a medical examination indicated
that it would be inadvisable for
Stewart to compete, he said.
Stewart was a titlist in the NCI
tournament and one of the SJS
club’s top performers.
Expected to take up the slack
for the SJS grapplers are Paul

Baseball Meeting
Frost) baseball CI Kiell Bill Gustafson has called a meeting for
all prospective players and managers tor tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in ISIG201.

Angelo serves
only the best
cuts of beef!

This week, the Athlete of the Week
slection is SJS Spartan Vance Barnes.
Vance, standing 511-, is a two-year
veteran on the Spartan varsity basketball squad and before he came to
SJS, he was a track and basketball
star at Oakland High School. FOREMOST wishes senior Vance Barnes the
best of luck for his third, and last,
season on the Spartan varsity team.

Ummm, it’s

Delicious .
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

I

OPERATION: CLEAN-UP

2

I-lodging, recent winner in the 191 lb. division of the UCLA Invitational tournament, Ron Ruscigno,
177 lbs., Bob Lopez, 137 lbs., and
Cliff Olsen, 157 lbs.
The Spartan flush grapple with
Travis Air Force Base tomorrow
at 4 p.m.in the q.1S mat room

FOR THE
PRICE OF

3 -STORE CLEARANCE FOR FALL, OF VAUGHAN
RECOGNIZED MEN’S WEAR AT PHENOMENAL
.

REDUCTIONS TO STUDENT CARD HOLDERS

Our complete selection cf natural shoulo
suits made to retail from $49.50. Worstec,
ATweeds, Flannels, Shetlands and Dacron Wo,Now at operation clean up.

Santa Clara Takes
12-1 Record South;
Feerick Worried

4
price of 1

2for the
(Two may participate)

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI iSanta Clara takes its 12-1 record into
Los Angeles this weekend for
games against Pepperdine and
Loyolaa situation that has coach
Bob Feerick a little worried.
"We always seem to split our
games down there with those
schools," the greying coach told
Monday’s session of the Northern
California Basketball Writers Association. "One reason is because
they jump a little higher and run
a little faster with their girl
friends in the stands. Of course,
we do the same when we’re at
home."
Barry Cristina of Santa Clara,
who was honored last week hut
couldn’t attend the lunch, was on
hand Aso.

B

Plain front slacks. Many to choose from in
Flannels, Worsteds, Dacron and Woo:, in both
Ivy and Dak styles. Made to retail from
$10.95 - $22.95. Now to student card holders.
2for the 4
price of I
(Remember, you can split with a budds.

Traditional styled Sport Coats tailored to
tail from $29.95 to $59.50 in imported She, lands, Harris Tweeds, Domestic Tweeds, a
.
Wool blends. Now priced at .
42 for the
price of

TYPEWRITER

4

(Bring a friend and make a steal)

* RENTALS *
Electrics

Portables Standards

D

ALL MAKESALL MODELS

Visit Our

Lariat Room
AND THAT
AIN’T NO
BULL!

Inman heaped praise upon defensit it tiger Defied,. It
tiha
drew the tough job of guarding
the Gaels’ steve Gray. %%ha
scored 20. "It takes a lot of
energy to stick aith a gIli lilt,’
Gray," Hunan explained, "Bates
did a good job."

Friday at 7:30 p.m.

To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Sapphette
17 iewel
14k gild
$135

Center Joe Knox. who ,I,lorc.1,0.1
a kneecap in the frost’ team
48-41 loss to the Gael 11,-litnen.
is expected to Ixfor a month. The 6-6 eitnitt, who
has been the- standout prtr:oriber
for Coach Dan Glines’
all season, had X-Rttys
n yesterday afternoon anti saw an o.thopedist.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE

The football squad finished with
six victories and four defeats.
Five Spartans were drafted to play
with the pros. Both Mack Burton

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

t

Inman, needless to say, isn’t
taking the hen Stanley -pared
Inman also had %torts 1,1 pr.iisi
Tigers lightly. "We’se already tor guard Gary tireshom, w
beaten them once this season played most of the vvitio
(49-47 in the Vil’A( tourna- ilarlit in pliiee of Vance Piii1111.,
ment). and they’ll he after us,"
he said.
But above all else, Inman
SAVE MONEY!!
fairly exuberant over the "consis
On GAS and On.
tently fine defense" his hoopsters
have displayed. San Jose’s defense
SAHARA OIL CO.
has relinquished just a little over
Soennri end
V points per game.

The cross country team went undefeated in seven meets and won
the California state collegiate
championship. The harriers also
took second in the nation In the
NCAA meet in Michigan.

gahnim

right alter they bud scored 76
points against I nitersity of Pacific. and I was a little afraid
they might he real hot. The boys
did a great job on defense."
The win gate the Spartans a
2-0 record in WCAC play before
venturing into Stockton this Friday night to meet UOP in the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.

San Jose has now won 10 out of
14 games this season, including
competition in the rough WCAC
tournament and a killer road trip:
with games against Utah, Utah
St.. Brigham Young mid New

Most inspirational award went
to Hank Chartmess and Leon Donohue got the end award.

NAME CHANGE

tiara

and Oscar Donahue were selected
to play in the East-West Shrine
game.
Ending the season with a .500
average was the 5.15 soccer team
it, I 5t L lit.STKEY
, pressed noteviorthy sat ilOcti,sti
, and the water polo team. But the
Aftc.
his team hold SO with his San Jose State Spartan
water polo team placed second in Mary’s Gaels tu just :17 points, eagers.
the Men’s Senior AAU tournament. Coach Stu Inman yesterday ex- ,1
"We had to play St. Mary’s

Oscar Donahue was voted the
most valuable senior on the Spartan eleven and had the honor to
be chosen as the most outstanding
linemen in northern California.
The most improved player award
went to little Walt Roberts. The
slippery halfback broke the school
longest run record this season with
a 92-yard run from scrimmage
against Arizona.

DETROIT (UPI) The nickname of the Detroit team in the
National Hockey league was
’ changed from Falcons to Red
Wings when James D. Norris purchased the club in 1933.

’t

Lauds Spartan Defense;
San Jose Meets UOP Friday

Taking more howls for the
football team were Oscar Donahue,
Leon Donohue, Walt Roberts, and
I Hank Chamness.
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Tonight!

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

72 E. SANTA CLARA
24 -HR.
FREE PARKINGREAR

OLD Y.M.C.A.

*-11,1111C;;CI

Lrr

V
V
V
V

Fully Guaranteed
Rent to Own
No Deposit
Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

A wide selection of Sport Shirts, Crew Neck
Sweaters, Cotton Pants, Dress Shirts, Belts
Ties and you name if. All at . . .
e 4
42 for
pricetho f I

Ar.,

(Early selection advisable)

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION
121 So. 4th St. up the alley

CYpress 2-7611

Wednesday, January 10, 1962
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S.F. Designer
Sets Final Speech

European Jobs
Open to SJSers

Tuo Arneriean-run tit ms, one in
Germany and another in Berkeley. announced last week that
there are still jobs open for U.S.
college students who would like to
spend the summer working in
Europe.
The local firm. the United States
National Student assn., announced
it is offering information on two
special programs for students
wishing to work abroad.
Information on the two programs may be received by writing the USNSA, Dept. K, 2161
Shattuck ave., Berkeley.
The American Student Information Service, stationed in Luxembourg. Germany, announced it has
1500 summer positions open to
American college students.
Students interested in applying
through this agency may receive
information by writing to th.
ASIS. 22 Avenue de la Libert.
Luxembourg.
The programs of the Berkeley
firm, created to accommodate the
many students desiring work
abroad, begins with a period of
two to four weeks spent working
in either England or Israel. followed by a longer period of travel
RIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21: $78
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
Single men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability;
$5,000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a year.
Call or write for full information to
’George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day 8 nite).

Friday Last Chance
For La Torre Pics
1’ mare’s and F*1 ickiy are the
last days for makeup pictures to
be taken for seniors and Greeks
who have not had their pictures
made for 1962 La Torre. according to Mike Sanders, La Torre
business manager.
Photos wilt be taken in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth st., Sanders said. Signup sheets are in the
student business office, TH16.
WAR ON SPLASHERS
MONTREAL (UPI) -The
thaw following an 11 -inch snowfall has started a police crackdown on "splashers."
After hundreds of complaints,
the cops’ target is drivers who
"sadistically approach the curbs
. . . splashing pedestrians deliberately."

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Under or Over 21
Modern-Up to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

-4/1 type, of accomoialiona
wig "anti to fit your itt41
485 South Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

fizetta,c,
RENTAL Poitoice

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
254 a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin* minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Members of Walter Landor and
associates. industrial design agency
In San Francisco, have been featured lecturers of the industrial
design III course at SJS during
the semester.

in BLU’rolitlifing countries.
The Israel and Western Europe
program begins with a two-week
stay in a co-operative work camp
in Israel. The travel part of the
program takes students to Greece,
Italy. Switzerland, France and
England.
The English work program begins with a four-week stay at an
English student farm near London.
In the final weeks of the program
students will visit Scotland, Ireland and Holland.
Jobs available to students participating in the ASIS program
include farm work, hospital work,
childcare and camp counseling positions and other types of employment opportunities, all of which
pay the standard wage of the
country in which they are located.

G

-

-’or sale. House I block
wonderful housemother.
or CV 34433.

’60 Sprite, one owner, 13,000 mi. heater,
windows, tonneau cover. Best offer. Call
CV 3-3779: 1807 Welch Ave., #3.
Contract for app. brd. house. 69 So.
10th St.. CV 3-9418, Mike Huston.
1953 Stud.. hardtop, AI condition, 25
mpg. Mr. Shelley. CV 8-5968.

Used white lab coats, have been hewed.
111609olo
$1.50. 246 So. 9th.
2 bedrm. furs. OK (Or 4. $130. 620 So.
App. brd. Inc contract. $80 mo. Call
7.1s. CL 8.3374.
Carol CV 3-9828 or Jo, CV 3-9842.
1 & 2 bdrm. apts., pool. garage. stir den’s, 2 blocks from college. 121 No. Kest’. Combi’s 69", ercellent cond, with
bindings. Heed’s 6’9" I yr. old with
nth. Mar. no+. #1. CV 5-3485.
b ndines. Jim. CV 7-9136.
An.
h sarne. Across it.
One Cushman 10 -speed racing bilre. en’339.
tres. Best offer. I month old. Call Ron
Fire. apts., mod. I br. with w/w carpets Boswell. CV 3-8180 after 7 p.m
heind. facil. Avail. MOW and Feb. I. See
3 approved apt. contracts, women,spring
mgr.. 536 So. 8th #5: CV 4.5744.
Serf, $190. 357 So. 4th, *11. CV 5-2649.
g,,, & fard e+4 -en over 21. Serri. only.
Would like to sell boarding house cont.
9821.
Call Pat Dolby, 373 E. San Fernando:
Modern studio for 2. $80. 617 So, 9th, CV 3-9908.
CV 84688.
Two contracts for sale - same room.
Room in exchange for telephone service. Phone Ginger or Judy, CV 5.9547.
CV 2 ’1-14
2 brd. ha*. contracts. $325 sem. Call
Room and board, male. Lovely home Linda Koch or Nancy Philip, CV 5-9911
d CV 2.7278.
App, apt. cont, available now. Ginger,
Male student to share 3 bedroom home Cl 4-3032.
u, Glen. CV 22515.
Help Wasted
99 Se. 12th, near college, adult students.
Redecorated, furnished, very attractive.
Male student (or perttirne
Furnace, fireplace, hardwood floors, tile
CL 8-3188.
belt.
Transportation
Mature mote student to share suburban
duples with one student. $40 per month. Ride wanted to Newport 8,
weir:3,1nd of Jan. 12. CV 3.9749
CV 7-5865 after 3 p.m.
ServIess
2 bedroom furnished apt 452 So. 4th.
P, CV ’.6181 or CV 4-5085.
1 Typing in my home. Cell CV 7
Elderly gentlemen wishes young couple Master thesis. 1665 Moorpark Ave re
than,, home near college. Must be
Missellimmoss
Protestant. Call CV 4.4190.
Wanted: 5 string bionic* player 0, sir,
Per Sol*
I Ph. CV 2-7639. (Follisongs.)
Contract, Wendy Glen II. 2 girls per ’Conversation for advanced st..dent,
rm.. 10 meal+ a week with kin,
a native
France. CV 5-2865
Siierny Sink. CV 3-9851
CV 3.9589.
lost & head
Contract for app. brd. hie. Wendy Glen
II 525 So. 9th. Parent very ill in L.A. Lost: A topaz ring in Muse: Building r
fore holidays. Ness cell net 2363
Sari Shelmire. CV 5-9972.
2 app. bearding hoes* contracts. Call Lest: White gold pearl ring. ’
I YilYS Myin, .r John K alter 6 p.m Roward CY / 0721.

pleted by members of the
firm u,n
the Han-D-Phone a
box-shan,,d
transceiver run on batteries.
firm designed a tall, grey
-colon,:
rectangular case for the
product
FIRM’S FUNCTION
Discussing the firm. landor
there is need for two kinds
signers: "... those wit., are
mined to be avant garde. tr.
things that have never been
in a new, far -ahead way.
"And those who have the I,
.
and skill to do that, but are
ing to temper the end resn.
the immediate market. We V.
both. A blend of the two Rini
produces concepts tar en..
ahead to excite the eonsumr.,
close enough to his habit 111,1
sponse patterns for him to
feel
safe in buying it." he explained.

The course, offered for three
units, meets weekly and features
lectures by professionals working
in the industrial design field.
Tonight, as the final lecture
meeting of the semester, class will
be at the Hofbrau. All members
of the firm have been invited to
attend.

MODERN DESIGNS created by sophomore,
junior and senior industrial arts students are being studied by George Clause, sophomore. Designs featured in the display on the first floor

Doctor To Leave
SJS Medico! Staff
For L. A. Position

of the library were made by students in classes
Don Knappett, and Don
of Nelson Van
Moore, industrial arts instructors.

Judah,

Two SJS Profs’ Art
In Saratoga Display

NOTED CLIENTS
The agency has served clients
such as Kellogg, General Foods,
Philip Morris Lever Brothers.
Kimberly-Clark, Standard Oil of
California and smaller firms such
as Kaar Engineering corp., whose
Han-D-Phone transceiver won the
coveted Alcoa Industrial Design
award.
During the semester Landor
and his associates lectured at San
Jose State on the topics of industrial design organization, psychological analysis of visual aspects.
design reports and procedures an I
corporate identity.
TOPICS COVERED
Other topics covered were product design, model making, package
design, assembly and packaginz,
lines, graphic production, consumer
research, exhibit design, merchandising design, professional organizations and interior design. T.
night’s topic will be design philosophies.
The most recent project con,-

The Willi< of two SJS art pro- the United States in a traveling
Dr. John Le Valley, a member fessors is currently on exhibit in exhibit that will visit 20 countries.
of the student health service med- the Montalvo assn.’s month-long She also recently was selected by
ical staff will leave SJS in Feb-January art show at Villa Mon- Craft of Christmas Around the
y
ra
ur
health
the student
to head
talvo, Santa Clara county cultural World as the most representative
services at Los Angeles state col- and recreational center, in Sara- in dry decorations.
lege.
PAINTINGS EXHIBITED
toga.
Dr. Le Valley has been with the
Oil paintings are being shown
The Villa Montalvo art, galleries
SJS health service since Septem- are open to the public daily ex- by Robert Baxter. 123 Wilder a \
ber 3959. He accepted the new
cept Mondays during the month Los Gatos. He has exhibited in
position last month.
of January, from 1:30 to 9:30 p.m. cities in Wisconsin, Kansas, North
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, head of the
Dakota, Washington, Oklahoma.
There is no admission charge.
’lealth service praised Dr. Le Val New York, Pennsylvania and Cali- ’
5 LOCAL ARTISTS
Dr. Herbert H. Sanders, pro- fornia.
Keister, who has a local studio,
fessor of ceramic art, and Eric N.
Oback, assistant professor of art, has received awards from the Maare among five local artists ex- donna Art festival in Southern1
hibiting in the show. Four are California.
Portrait painting will be demonfaculty members of the Villa Montalvo art classes which are offered strated by Keister at 2 p.m. Sun- I
day.
year-round to the public.
Featured artist of the show,
,vhich opened earlier this week, is
Roy Keister of San Jose. His
paintings, exhibited in the west
i.allery of the villa. focus on porii ilts. landscapes and still life.
Dr. Sanders is exhibiting some
of his ceramics works. An internationally known ceramist, Dr.
Sanders has been invited to exhibit in Switzerland, Washington,
D.C., and Yugoslavia during the
past two years.
DR. JOHN LE VALLEY
WATERCOLORS SHOWN
. . . leaves SJS
Professor Oback, who has won
Icy for his work as a "fine staff awards at state and national exmember." Dr. La Valley’s vacancy hibits, is showing his watercolors.
will be filled by a new staff mem- The art professor has also been
ber who will be chosen by Dr. represented in museums in San
Francisco and in the East and MidGray.
Dr. Le Valley is presently co- west.
Exhibiting decorations in dry
ordinator of research being conducted by the health service in pods and cones and mosaics in
usage of a newly developed drug chipped glass is Mrs. Eleanor Van
Rens.salear, 13620 Oldtree way,
appropriately called "Spa rt ase."
The drug is being given to stu- Saratoga. Mrs. Van Rensselaer’s
work has been chosen to represent
dents who complain of fatigue.
-

YOUNG MEN
18 - 35
We are offering a guaranteed
income upon guelification te
public relations trainees infer.
ested in permanent portthea
employment doing Market
Analysis work in connection
with the sate of the "SyntoplFor further information, call
call Mr. Brown
CV 7.8818
Or
Apply. 586 No. 1st, Suite 255

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mnchanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed Work -Plus Real Savings
Paris Avaiiabie Eyen.nes
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.m.-Incl. Saturdays
Cif 3-2961

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

Owner, Marvin Hoffer:
971 Chestnut St., I Ilk. W of Colarnan Bet. Hedding & Freeway San Jose

Mona
Studer
jog for
manager
Post.
drama. I
tween 11
dries 14
.41;41 00
each Ma
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Learning never stops for engineers at Western Electric

WE BUY
BOOKS
GET TOP PRICES at

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.

On 4th - Across from the Library

There’s no place at Western Electric for engineers who feel that college diplomas signify
the end of their education. Ifowever, if a man
can meet our quality standards and feels that
he is really just beginning to learn ... and if he
is ready to launch his career where learning is
an important part of the job and where graduate -level training on and off the job is encouraged - we want and need him.
At Western Electric, in addition to the normal learning-while-doing, engineers are encouraged to move ahead in their fields by several types of educational programs. Western
maintains its own full-time graduate engineering training program, seven formal management courses, and a tuition refund plan for
out -of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is joist one reason
why a career at Wester’, Electric is so stimulating. Of equal importance, however, is the
nature of the work we do. Our new engineers
are taking part in projects that implement the
whole art of incident telephony, front highspeed sound transmission and solar ,,ells to
electronic telephone Aims and computer-controlled production techniques.
Should you join us nuts , you will be coining

lc
to Western Electric at one of the liest limes
the company’s history. In the 111,111.1getnent
,1,
area alone, several thonsand siiperviwr
are expected to open up to W.E.
the next 10 years. And our work of
Isicommunications equipment and systems
comes increasingly challenging and important
and
US the communications needs of our nation
the world continue to increase.
Waive
Challenging opporfunillem crier now at cherrii
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, end arm
cal engineers, as well as physical science, liberal
will or
and business molars. All qualified appticants without
terve careful consideration for employment recur
regard to race, creed, color or national origin, for Rele.
Information about Western Electric, write College 227
flans, Western Electric Company, deem 6206,sure le
he
Ilmodway, New York 311. New York. And when ine
arrange for a Western Electric interview
renege representatives visit your campus
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Principal manufacturing loraliens Cl Cherage, Ill.; Kearny,
I Saltomore, Mg; Indianapolis. Ind , Mientosvn and Lc;
WinstonSalem, N. G.; Buffalo, N. V. North Andover, Mass.: N.
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